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Procedural competency training during diagnostic radiology residency: Time to go beyond “See one, do one, teach one”!
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Abstract

Objectives: Achieving procedural competency during diagnostic radiology residency can impact the radiologist’s future independent practice after graduation, especially in a private practice setting. However, standardized procedure competency training within most radiology residency programs is lacking, and overall procedural skills are still mainly acquired by the traditional “see one, do one, teach one” methodology. We report the development of a simple standardized procedural training protocol that can easily be adopted by residency programs currently lacking any form of structured procedural training.

Materials and Methods: An ad hoc resident procedural competency committee was created in our radiology residency program. A procedural certification protocol was developed by the committee which was composed of attending radiologists from the involved divisions and two chief residents. A road map to achieve procedural competency certification status was finalized. The protocol was then implemented through online commercial software.

Results: Our procedural certification protocol took effect in September 2014. We reviewed all resident records from September 2014 to December 2016. Eighteen residents of various levels of training participated in our training protocol. About 72% became certified in paracentesis, 11% in thoracentesis, 83% in feeding tube placement, 55% in lumbar puncture/myelogram, and 77% in tunneled catheter removal.

Conclusions: Our single-center experience demonstrates that a simple to adopt structured approach to procedural competency training is feasible and effective. Our “certified” radiology residents were deemed capable of performing those procedures under indirect supervision.

The following core competencies are addressed in this article: Patient care, medical knowledge, and systems-based practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical competency has been defined as “having sufficient knowledge and skills such that a procedure can be performed to obtain the intended outcome without harm to the patient”.1 Specific standards to achieve minimum procedural competency during diagnostic radiology residency training have not been addressed by the Residency Review Committee (RRC) although several regulatory agencies require continuous oversight and performance assessment of physician practice.[2]

“Light interventional radiology” procedures, also known as “light IR,” is an umbrella term used for relatively less complex invasive procedures, including but not limited to paracentesis, thoracentesis, lumbar puncture, and feeding tube placement. While a significant number of noninterventional radiologists perform “light IR” procedures, especially in private practice settings, it is largely unknown whether they underwent a thorough competency assessment for those procedures during residency training.

Procedural competency in diagnostic radiology residency is of paramount importance to prepare graduates for independent practice. However, standardized procedure competency training within US residency programs is lacking, and overall procedural skills are still mainly acquired by the traditional “see one, do one, teach one” methodology, which is largely passé.[3,4] While the benefit of on-site direct resident supervision has been validated in many medical specialties, there are still no standardized algorithms to ensure resident transition from direct supervision toward indirect supervision.[5,6] Several models to measure and achieve procedural competency have been developed; however, standardized implementation is lacking, in part due to complex methodology and much heterogeneity across different medical specialties.[7-9]

With this in mind, we developed a simple standardized procedural competency protocol for our diagnostic radiology residency program to ensure high-quality resident education as well as safe and effective patient care. A standardized approach would likely improve residents’ overall hands-on experience and graded responsibility. Our protocol is simple enough that it can be easily adopted in a short period at most institutions lacking any procedural competency protocol.

This article reviews data and conclusions from our radiology department procedural certification committee’s initial review of this protocol. The term “certified” or “certification” carried a narrow scope definition with validity within our institution only, and it only implied that the “certified residents” were allowed to perform procedures under indirect supervision without direct physical presence of a supervising attending during its performance. The concepts of direct and indirect supervision used in our report are as defined by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME).[10]

MATERIALS AND METHODS

An ad hoc Procedural Competency Committee was formed to create a procedural competency protocol inspired by the available literature.[11] Core stakeholders were identified as all radiology subspecialty divisions performing “light IR” procedures. Division chiefs of abdominal radiology, neuroradiology, vascular and interventional radiology, a faculty representative from our resident education committee, and both of our chief residents formed the Committee. The Committee outlined the policy with specific guidelines and milestones to ensure procedural competency in predetermined procedures deemed of significant value to the resident’s future independent practice. A draft protocol outlined minimal hands-on requirements; resident procedural responsibilities such as preprocedure patient evaluation, review of the case with the supervising attending, and postprocedure care; faculty expectations regarding on-site direct supervision; and a predefined roadmap to procedural certification that would enable the certified resident to perform that specific procedure under indirect supervision [Figure 1].

The protocol outlined the required reading material, procedural videos, preprocedural checklist, minimum threshold of successfully completed procedures under
direct supervision, without major complication as defined by the Society of Interventional Radiology,[12] and requirement for passing the end-of-rotation written examinations, including procedure-related questions. The required minimal thresholds were extrapolated from the available literature on procedural competency training.[13,14] Filling all these criteria should render the diagnostic radiology resident competent to perform these procedures under indirect supervision. Otherwise, the resident will continue to require direct procedural supervision [Figure 2].

The residency coordinator used our online graduate medical education web-based software MedHub® (Ascend Learning®, Dexter, MI, USA) as a tracking method for these procedures, establishing a minimum certification threshold for each procedure outlined in our protocol [Figure 3]. Each time the resident performed a certifiable procedure, the resident would log this procedure in MedHub® and the supervising faculty would receive an electronic alert to review the logged case. The faculty member would either sign off as accepted or rejected, depending on the resident’s performance during direct observation. A free text box is associated with each procedural electronic submission to note any special circumstances in the intra- or postprocedural period, to provide feedback and document any adverse events.

Our study was deemed a nonfunded quality improvement project by our institutional review board (IRB), and per university policy, our IRB does not regularly review quality improvement projects; hence, formal review was waived.

RESULTS

Our procedural competency training protocol took effect in September 2014. We reviewed our residents’ procedural logs on MedHub® to evaluate progress and identify opportunities for improvement. Only procedures performed under direct supervision for certification purposes were analyzed. The review period was from September 2014 to December 2016. Eighteen diagnostic radiology residents participated in our training protocol, seven of whom were PGY4, five PGY3, and six PGY2, at the beginning of the review period [Figure 4].

By the end of December 2016, 72% of that initial pool of residents were certified in paracentesis, 11% in thoracentesis, 83% in feeding tube placement, 55% in lumbar puncture/myelogram, and 77% in tunneled catheter removal. The PGY4 residents from the 2014/2015 academic year have all graduated with six of them pursuing further fellowship training and only one joining private practice; their certification rates are as follows: 85% in paracentesis, 57% in thoracentesis, 100% in feeding tube placement, 100% in lumbar puncture/myelogram, and 100% in tunneled catheter removal. The current PGY5 residents were the PGY3 class at the beginning of our protocol. They
Currently have the following certification rates halfway through their last year of residency training: 80% in paracentesis, 20% in thoracentesis, 100% in feeding tube placement, 100% in lumbar puncture/myelogram, and 80% in tunneled catheter removal. The current PGY4 residents were the PGY2 at the beginning of our review period, and they are still in the midst of their procedural rotations. Their results are included in the overall certification rates [Figure 4].

No minor or major complications were reported during our review period.

**DISCUSSION**

While the ACGME requires diagnostic radiology residency programs to track residents’ experiences in several diagnostic imaging modalities, the only invasive procedures tracked are image-guided biopsies and drainages. A combined minimum of 25 cases is recommended by the time of graduation. There are 185 diagnostic radiology programs in the US with about 11,324 residents graduating every year based on the 2014/2015 ACGME data. While more than 90% of graduating residents are pursuing fellowship training in at least one subspecialty, the rest will enter independent practice directly, and their acquired skillset during residency will impact the safety of their practice. Furthermore, many of the graduating fellows from noninterventional subspecialties may be performing “light IR” procedures, especially in private practice where most radiologists share the general radiology workload while performing procedures that may be beyond the scope of their subspecialty training.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no reported data on how many diagnostic radiology programs actually have a discrete procedural certification protocol.

The current health care shift from fee-for-service to value-based reimbursement is a government mandate to ensure that the best-qualified physicians are performing these procedures; hence, a standardized procedure competency program during diagnostic radiology residency can be of great value to radiology as a specialty. As an example, the American Board of Internal Medicine has a procedure competency requirement in certain procedures viewed as essential to the practice of that specialty. However, there is no mention of a standardized method of “how to get there”.

The ACGME in 2015 introduced a new set of training guidelines known as the diagnostic radiology milestone project. While it offers the framework for a more comprehensive approach in the assessment of radiology residents, there is no specific evidence-based approach of “how to get there,” leaving significant leeway for the residency programs to self-govern.

Without an RRC procedural competency requirement, each residency program may or may not develop an evidence-based, standardized, and validated procedural competency curriculum to ensure a more or less homogeneous level of procedural competency on graduation. With this concern in mind, we drafted a simple protocol for our residency program to transition radiology residents from performing procedures under direct supervision to performing them under indirect supervision, awarding them a “certified status” [Figure 5].

During the training period, we placed great emphasis on the need to discuss the case with the supervising attending before proceeding with an indirectly supervised procedure to ensure sound judgment, patient safety, and availability of the faculty member for on-site direct supervision.
Radiology residents performing procedures under indirect supervision was not a common practice at our institution before our protocol; however, currently, a significant share of “light IR” procedures are performed under indirect supervision by the certified trainees marking a positive shift in resident hands-on experience and graded responsibility. Whether our approach will impact resident postgraduation employability or affect the safety of their practice remains to be seen. This far, four of our former graduates who did not pursue a VIR fellowship have applied and obtained “light IR” hospital privileges using their MedHub® case log from the “certification” process.

The “certification” process was only intended to identify residents who can perform light IR procedures under indirect supervision, with the goal of enhancing the resident’s procedural training experience in a standardized fashion and allow them to experience a more real-life experience than they would with traditional direct supervision. However, one has to be aware that procedural billing of indirectly supervised residents has potential billing challenges given the fact that Medicare and Medicaid require direct supervision of most therapeutic services to provide reimbursement. In our own experience, these “light IR” procedures offered a tremendous learning opportunity for our trainees while allowing the faculty to directly supervise complex invasive procedures.

Besides the single-center nature of our project, our protocol has several limitations. During the 2015/2016 year, the interventional radiology division hired two physician assistants to provide “light IR” procedures under indirect supervision. Their initial training process may have affected the caseload availability of our rotating residents. This, and the fact that some procedures are provided by other services at our institution, introduces confounding bias. Our findings, particularly the suboptimal thoracentesis certification rates, should be interpreted with this in mind.

For the purpose of our review, only procedures performed under direct supervision were taken into account to evaluate the results of our certification process. This may explain our null complications rate. A future review of procedures performed under indirect supervision by “certified residents” may shed more light on the overall safety of our protocol.

Simulation-based training was not part of our protocol and could have had a positive impact as reported by other institutions and specialties. Simulation may have hastened our certification process allowing for a less restrictive live-procedure threshold. In addition, the use of standardized assessment tools to evaluate resident procedural competency such as those based on the Angoff method could have validated our results as reproducible and applicable elsewhere. However, one must note that direct observation remains the cornerstone of procedural training and was heavily emphasized during our training protocol.

The mere performance and documentation of a number of procedures does not ensure adequate training or competency. Our protocol streamlined a series of requirements to achieve procedural competency to perform procedures under indirect supervision during residency with the primary goals of ensuring patient safety and postgraduation procedural competency. While several competency...
assessment protocols are reported in the literature, widespread adoption is lacking. In addition, some of these proposed competency assessment tools do not specifically address procedural training.\cite{23}

Our protocol is a straightforward and simple way to get started. However, it is evident that a multipronged approach using simulation-based training, multisource feedback, validated assessment tools, and lifelong self-assessment methodology would offer better career-long results.\cite{24}

**CONCLUSIONS**

Despite several agencies requiring continuous oversight and performance assessment of physician practice during and after postgraduate training, lack of evidence-based procedural competency standards affects most residency programs.

Several large academic radiology programs may have already established evidence-based procedural competency training;\cite{23} however, this remains the exception rather than a common practice across all programs. In this article, we report a simple way to start a procedural competency protocol that can be easily adopted by many diagnostic radiology residency programs in need of structured procedural training and competency assessment.

More research would be needed to evaluate the widespread feasibility of our procedural competency protocol and its impact on patient safety. A special task force at the national level may be better suited to take on this challenge.
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